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in times of crisis, leaders are expected to take charge, to make quick decisions, to manipulate, to be able to anticipate the consequences of their decisions, to be in control, to exert the necessary pressure, to run the show, to lead by example, to bring
order, to impose their vision, and to bring order. the importance of leadership is growing in organizations as they adopt emergent organizational models, increasingly horizontal in the ways they are structured and operate, where cooperation,
communication, persuasion, and social regulation are important. the notion of organizational leadership nowadays involves an individual with a blend of several leadership competencies and competences that includes, among others, the ability to
motivate, to motivate among different groups, to build and manage the complexity of organizations, to communicate and to communicate with followers. leadership is and will be, also understood within the context of crisis, where the adaption to the
requirements of change, the abilities to organize, the opportunities to learn, the ability to negotiate, the ability to define and to describe, and the ability to build relationships are important (van leeuwen, van ryzin, kerkhofs, pestorius, & van den berg,
2006). i am a nationally-known triathlete who is passionate about encouraging individuals with all types of disabilities to compete in and enjoy their sport. i have competed in the following paralympic games: rio 2016, rio 2016 itu world championships,
athens 2004 and in the 2004, 2008 and 2012 itu world triathlons. i currently support distance swimmers with significant disabilities through the atlantis swim club and i assist with the professional triathlons in the bahamas with a small group of
triathletes with disabilities. i have competed in more than 30 triathlons since 2004 and the past several years i have focused on working in the sport to inspire others with disabilities to pursue their goals and dreams in the sport.
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i assist players with advice and practical support for edga badged events either in person, by email or by phone. one of the main goals of our tournament team is to encourage event organisers to create more events at every level for golfers with
disabilities (with or without an wr4gd pass), and to increase the opportunities for more individuals to participate and compete in edga badged tournaments along with national tournaments for golfers with disability. the popular and traditional view of

temporary employees was, until recently, that they are replacements for full-time employees. freelancing was traditionally perceived as providing organizations with efficient and competitive employment solutions, especially during business downturns.
more recently, online labor markets globalized and made freelancing more accessible to both organizations and employees. still, freelancers were still perceived by organizations mainly as effective for low-skilled, temporary, non-specialized tasks; for
example, performing transportation tasks (uber, lyft), running errands (postmates), providing home services (task-rabbit, handy), and clerical work ( de stefano, 2015 ; friedman, 2014 ). robert g. lord was a distinguished professor of psychology at the

university of akron where he held a position for 38 years prior to joining the durham business school. he received his ph. d. from carnegie-mellonuniversity in 1975. he has published more than 125 journal articles and book chapters in leading i/o,
psychology, and management sources.his research focuses on motivation and self-regulation, leadership perceptions and leadership skill development, information processing, ethical leadership behaviour, leader behaviour measurement, complexity

leadership theory, and alternative perspectives on knowledge. he recently received the 2009 leadership quarterly distinguished scholar award for career contribution to the study of leadership and the society for industrial and organizational psychology
distinguished scientific contribution award for career contributions in 2012.he is an editorial board member of organizational behavior and human decision processes, leadership quarterly, and the journal of applied social psychology. he has co-authored
the books leadership and information processing: linking perceptions and performance with karen maher, and leadership processes and follower self-identity with douglas brown. he co-edited emotions in the workplace: understanding the structure and

role of emotions in organizational behavior with richard klimoski and ruth kanfer. dr. lord is a fellow of the american psychological association and the association for psychological sciences. 5ec8ef588b
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